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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we prove the results announced in [ 181 for the symplectic 
group and obtain one important geometric consequence described below 
(cf. Theorem 5.4). 
Let G be a semisimple, simply connected Chevalley group defined over a 
field k. Let T be a k-split torus and B a Bore1 subgroup, B 2 T. Let P be a 
maximal parabolic subgroup, P 3 B. Let W (resp. W,) denote the Weyl 
group of G (resp. P) and ( , ) a W-invariant scalar product on 
Hom(T, G,). When P is of classical type (cf. [9, 10, 12]), i.e., the 
associated fundamental weight satisfies the condition j(o, a*)1 
(=2()(0, a)l/l(a, a)l)) 6 2, for every root a, a basis for H”(G/P, L) (L being 
the ample generator of Pic(G/P)) was constructed in [9] (see also [ 121) as 
a generalization of the classical Hodge-Young Theory (cf. [4, 51). This 
basis, denoted ( p(l, p)}, is indexed by admissible pairs (cf. [9, 121) in 
W/W, (we recall below the definition of admissible pairs); in fact it is 
shown in [12] that l?‘(Gz/Pz,L,) has a basis (P(l,p)) indexed by 
admissible pairs in W/W, (and for any field k, ~(2, p) = P(A, p) @ 1). 
Given a maximal parabolic subgroup P and a WE W, let 
X,(w) = BwP(mod P) with the canonical reduced structure be the Schubet 
variety in G/P associated to w. Let [X,(w)] denote the element of the 
Chow ring of G/P, determined by X,(w). If H denotes the unique codimen- 
sion one Schubert subvariety in G/P, then it can be shown that 
CxFdw)l. CW =C diCXP(wi)l, di > 0 
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where . denotes multiplication in the Chow ring of G/P and X,(wi) runs 
over all the Schubert varieties of codimension one in X,(w). We call dj the 
(intersection) multiplicity of X,( wi) in [X,(w)] . [H]. 
A pair (4, w) of Weyl group elements in W/W, (P being of classical type) 
is called an admissible pair (cf. Definition 2.5) if either 4 = w (in which case 
it is called a trivial admissible pair) or 4 # w and there exist { 4i} 1 Q id r, 
di E WI W, such that 
(i) f$=4, >#2 > ... >f$,= w, 
(ii) X,(di) is a Schubert divisor in X,(dj-,) with intersection mul- 
tiplicity 2 in [X,(di- ,)I . [H], 2 < i< r. 
For w E W, let X(w) = BwB(mod B) with the canonical reduced structure 
be the Schubert variety in G/B associated to w. In [ 121, it is shown that G 
being classical of rank n (cf. [12, Theorem 10.33) the ideal sheaf I(w) of 
X(w) in G/B is generated by 
( 1) (A, ,n) is an admissible pair in W/W,, 1 6 j 6 n 
9 (1) 
where Xp,(w(j)) denotes the projection of X(w) under the canonical map 
G/B + G/Pi. Using (1) it is shown in [ 141 (cf. [ 14, Proposition 31) that for 
a r < w, the Zariski tangent space T(w, z) to X(w) at e, (the point in G/B 
corresponding to r) is spanned by {X-,, BE r(d +)/for all (A, CL) such that 
X-,p(l, ,u)=cp(z), CE~*, ~(1, p)lXcw, & 0} (here A+ denotes the set of 
positive roots relative to B and X-, denotes the element in the Chevalley 
basis of Lie G associated to the root -p). Denoting by { Q(& p)}, the Z- 
basis of the Z-dual of p(Gz/Pz, Lz) dual to the basis { P(1, p)}, it can be 
seen easily that X-,p(l, ,u) = cp(r), CE k* if and only if in the Z-linear 
combination for X-,Q(r, r) (in terms of Q(0, 6)‘s), Q(& p) occurs with a 
coefficient that is nonzero in k. Thus the determination of the singular 
locus of X(w) is reduced to the computation of XdBQ(r, z), r,< w, 
/I E z(A + ). 
In this paper, we make explicit computations of X-,Q(r, r) for the sym- 
plectic.group case, using the results of [13], (see also [17]) especially the 
explicit description of {Q(J, p)} in the case of classical groups. As a con- 
sequence we obtain (cf. Propositions 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5) explicit descriptions 
of singular loci of Schubert varieties (results similar to Theorem 1 of [ 141). 
(We may observe that Propositions 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5 are fine 
improvements over Proposition 3 of [14]). In addition, we also obtain the 
following important result (cf. Theorem 5.4). 
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Let H= SL(2n). Let E = ( TJ {) where 
! 0 1 J= :. 1 0 1 . nxn 
Let e: H+ H be the involution a(A) = E(‘A)-‘E-l, A E H. Let 
G=Sp(2n)= (AEH,‘~(A)=A}. F or WE W(Sp(2n)), let X(w) (resp. Y(w)) 
be the Schubert variety in SL(2n)/B, B= group of upper triangular 
matrices (resp. in G/B”). Then we have (cf. Theorem 5.4), 
Y(w) = x(wy (scheme-theoretically). 
For the orthogonal group SO(2n) (resp. SO(2n + 1)) again, one can 
define similar involutions. Defining X(w) and Y(w) in a similar way as 
above, Y(w) may not be equal to X(w)’ scheme-theoretically. Using the 
results of [13], it is not difficult to determine the w’s (in the orthogonal 
group case) for which Y(w) is scheme theoretically equal to X(w)“. These 
results will appear in [6] and [7]. 
The sections in this paper are organized as follows. Section 1 contains 
notations and preliminaries and Section 2 contains definitions of classical 
fundamental weights, admissible pairs, etc. In Section 3, we describe 
W(Sp(2n)) (as a subgroup of SZn), the Bruhat order in W(Sp(2pr)), the 
involution cr, Chevalley Basis for Lie (Sp(2n)). In Section 4, we make 
explicit computations of XPBQ(z, r), r~ W, jar and in Section 5, 
using the results of Section 4, we prove the main result (cf. Theorem 5.4) 
that Y(w) = X(w)’ (scheme-theoretically) for every WE W(Sp(2n)). 
1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let Gz be a semi-simple, simply connected Chevalley group scheme over 
the ring of integers Z (for many basic facts on Chevalley groups see [ 161). 
We fix a maximal torus subgroup scheme T, and a Bore1 subgroup scheme 
BZ containing T,. We talk of roots, weights etc. with respect to T, and 
B,. The Weyl group scheme N(T,)/T, (N(T,) =normalizer of T,) is a 
constant group scheme and hence we talk of the Weyl group W of Gz. Let 
Qz be a parabolic subgroup scheme of Gz containing B, and WQ, the 
Weyl group of Q,. For z E W/ Wa, let X,(t) denote the Schubert sub- 
scheme associated to r, namely, the Zariski closure of B,z in Gz/Qz 
endowed with the canonical reduced structure. For any field k, the base 
change of X,(r) by Speck --+ Spec Z coincides with the Schubert variety 
Xk(?), the Zariski closure of B,T in Gk/Qk, endowed with the canonical 
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reduced structure (cf. [ 12, Corollary 9.8(d)]) (here, for any field k, we 
denote the objects obtained by the base change Speck -+ Spec Z with the 
suffix k). 
Recall that we have a canonical partial order in W/W, defined as 
follows: For z, , TV in W/W,, we say that r, >z, if Xk(~,)zXk(rz) (this 
partial order in W/W, can also be defined in a combinatorial manner). 
Recall that dim X,(r) = I(r), where 1 denotes the length function on W/W,. 
Let P, be a maximal parabolic subgroup scheme of GZ containing B,, 
with associated fundamental weight o. For r E W/W,, let us denote by 
[X,(T)](k a field) the element of the Chow ring, Ch(G,IP,) of GJB, 
determined by X,(T). Let Hk denote the unique codimension one Schubert 
subvariety of G,/Pk. It can be shown that 
[x,(T)] . CHkl = 14 Cx.d~,)I, di > 0, 
where . denotes multiplication in Ch(G,/Pk) and the summation on the 
r.h.s. runs over the set of all Schubert subvarieties of X,(T) of codimension 
one. By a formula of Chevalley (cf. [2]), the d; is expressed in the form 
di= I(T(O), q+)i =2 I(T(Wh ‘%)I 
tcri, ai) > ’ 
where C(~ is given by q5; = s,,T. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We call di the multiplicity of Xk(di) in X,(T) and 
denote it by m(qSi, z). 
2. CLASSICAL FUNDAMENTAL WEIGHTS AND ADMISSIBLE PAIRS 
DEFINITION 2.1 (cf. [9, 123). A f d un amental weight o (or equivalently 
the associated maximal parabolic subgroup scheme P, or Pk) is said to be of 
classical type if 
l(w,cr*)/ (=2=)<2 foreveryrootcc. 
If o is of classical type, then by the formula of Chevalley (cf. Sect. l), it 
follows that d,< 2. It can be seen that conversely, if di < 2 for every 
T E W/W,, then P is of classical type. 
Remark 2.2. If G, is a classical group then every maximal parabolic 
subgroup of Gk is of classical type and conversely it can easily be seen (e.g., 
referring to the tables in [ 11) that if every maximal parabolic subgroup of 
Gk is of classical type then Gk is classical (assuming G, to be simple). 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let X,(4;) be a Schubert divisor in X,(z) (where 
c$;, r E W/W,) with multiplicity di (cf. Definition 1.1). If di= 2, then we refer 
to X,(C$~) as a double divisor in X,(z). 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (cf. [9, 121). Let X,(d) be a double diuisor in XJz), 
where T, 4 E W/W,, P, being a maximal parabolic subgroup of classical type. 
Then z = s,d for some simple root u. 
DEFINITION 2.5 (cf. [9, 121). Let z, 4 E W/W,, where P, is a parabolic 
subgroup of classical type. The pair (7, $) is said to be an admissible pair if 
either 
(1) z = 4 (in which case it is called the trivial admissible pair) or 
(2) there exists a chain 
t=TO>tl >T*> ... >s,=#, 
where X,(z,+ 1) is a Schubert divisor in X,(z,) occurring with multiplicity 2 
(i.e., .%‘,(ti+ i) is a double divisor in XJT~)), O<i<r- 1. 
Remark 2.6. Whenever (7, 4) is a nontrivial admissible pair, we refer to 
a chain as in (2) as a double chain or a double path. In fact, we have, (cf. [3, 
Proposition 4.21) if (t, 4) is a nontrivial admissible pair, then any chain (or 
path) from z to 4 is double. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Given w E W/W, and an admissible pair (z, 4) in 
WJ Wp, (r, 4) is said to be an admissible pair on X(w), if w 2 z. 
3. WEYL GROUPS OF THE SYMPLECTIC GROUP AND ITS BR~HAT ORDER 
In this section, as well as the sections that follow, we fix our base field k 
and denote Gk, Pk, Bk, etc., by just G, P, B, etc. 
The Set WQ of Minimal Representatives for Wf W,. Given a parabolic 
subgroup Q, the set IYc is given by 
(here S, denotes the set of simple roots associated to Q). For w E WQ, the 
Schubert variety X(w) in G/B maps birationally onto its image under the 
canonical projection G/B += G/Q. In particular, we have dim X(w) = 
dim x(X(w)). 
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The special linear group 3(n). Let G= SL(n). It is well known that 
IV= S, and for Q being the maximal parabolic subgroup P, given by 
P,={AESL(n)iA=(O,,*~~, 1)) 
we have 
WpJ= {(i)= (iI,..., id)/1 <i,<i,< ..’ <i,<n} 
Partial Order in W(SL(n)). For W, =(a, . ..a.,) and w,=(6, . ..6.,), 
w1 , w2 E S,, it can be easily seen that 
(*) w,>w,ofor ldd<n-1, the d-tuple {b,,...,6,} arranged in 
ascending order is 3 the d-tuple {a,,..., ad} arranged in ascending order 
(here, for two d-tuples (xi ,..., x,), (y, ,..., yd) where 1 <xi <x2 < . .. < 
xd<n and l<y,<yz< ... <yd<n, by (x1 ,..., x,)>(y, ,..., yd) we mean 
x, 2 yr, 1 < t < d). Note that the condition (*) is equivalent to the condition 
that zd(X(w2)) 2 n,(X(w,), 1 < d < n - 1, red being the canonical projection 
G/B-+GfP,, 1 <d<n- 1. 
The Symplectic Group Sp(2n). Let V a 2n-dimensional k-vector space 
together with a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form ( , ). Let 
H = SL( V) and G = Sp( V) = {A E SL( V)/A leaves the form ( , ) invariant } 
Taking the matrix of the form (with respect to the standard basis 
(e,,..., e,,} of V) to be 
E= 
we may realize Sp( V) as the fixed point set of a certain involution (r on 
SL( V), namely G = H’, where CT: H + H is given by o(A) = E(‘A)-‘E-l. 
Thus 
G = Sp(2n) = {A E SL(2n)I’AEA = E} 
= {AcSL(2n)/E-‘(‘A)-‘E=A} 
= {A E SL(2n)/E(‘A)-‘E-’ = A} (note E-’ = -E) 
= H”. 
Denoting by T(H) (resp. B(H)) the maximal torus in H consisting of 
diagonal matrices (resp. the Bore1 subgroup in H consisting of upper 
triangular matrices) we see easily that T(H), B(H) are stable under cr. We 
set 
T(G) = (T(H))“; B(G) = (B(H))“. 
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Then it follows that T(G) is a maximal torus in G and B(G) is a Bore1 sub- 
group in G. Further 
T(G)= 
Also, it can be seen easily that 
LieG={AEM,,/E’AE-‘+A=O}. 
We note that the following hold (cf. [ 11 I): 
(I). Denoting N(T(H)) (resp. N(T(G))) the normalizer of T(H) in H 
(resp. T(G) in G), we have N( T(H)) is stable under (z and 
NT(G)) = (NT(H)))“. 
(II). The canonical map 
is an inclusion, i.e., the Weyl group W(G) of G can be identified canonically 
as a subgroup of the Weyl group W(H) of H. 
(III). The involution D induces an involution on W(H). If 
w=(a, . . . a,,) E VW, 
then 
a(w) = (Cl -.* Cal), where ~~=2n+l--a,,+,-~. 
Further 
W(G) = (VW)’ 
and hence 
W(G) = {(a, ~~~az,)~Sz,/a,=2n+ 1 -a,,+,-i, 1 <ii22n}. 
Thus w = (a, . . . a*,,) E W(G) is known once (a, *. . a,) is known. 
(IV) Denoting R(H) (resp. R+(H)) the set of roots of H with respect 
to T(H) (resp. the set of positive roots with respect o B(H)), we can iden- 
481/108/:!-9 
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tify (cf. Cl]) R(H) with j&,-s,, iij, 1 di, j<2nj and R+(H) with 
I&,-E/, 1 <i<j<2n}, {E,), 1 <i<2 n, being the canonical basis of 
X( r,,,) = Hom( r,,,, G,) (where T,, is the maximal torus in GL(2n) con- 
sisting of all the diagonal matrices). We see easily that CJ induces an 
involution on X( T2,,), namely, 
4-d = -E2n + , ~ i, 1 <id2n. 
Further rs leaves R(H) and R+(H) stable and R(G) (resp. R +(G)) can be 
identified with R(H) (resp. R+(H)) modulo the action of o (for details, see 
[ll]). We have 
1 
E, - E,, l<i<j<n 
R+(G)= E~+E~, 1 <i<j<n 
2Ei, 1 <i<n. 
(V) The simple roots in R+(G) are given by 
(.s-E~+,, 1 <i<n-1 and2s,}. 
Let US denote by {Oil, 1 < i < n the simple reflections in W(G), namely, 
8; = reflection with respect o si - .si+ ,, lbi<n-1 
and 
0, = reflection with respect o 2s”. 
Then we have (cf. [l, p. 53]), 
ei= 
i 
SiS2n II l<iQn-1 
s n9 i=n 
(here si denotes the transposition (i, i + 1 ), 1 < i < 2n - 1). 
(VI) For w E W(G), denoting by 1(w, w(G)) the length of w in W(G), 
i.e., the length of a reduced decomposition of w with respect to the simple 
reflections {O,), 1 < i < n in W(G), we have 
4w WG)) = +(4 K Wff)) + m(w)), 
where m(w) = # {i/l < i < n, w(i) = ai > n}, w being the permutation 
w=(a,... a,,) (here, I(w, W(H)) denotes the length of w in W(H). Note 
that since W(G) c W(H) and w E W(G), we have w E W(H)). 
(VII) For WE W(H), we denote by C(w, H/B(H)) the Schubert cell 
in H/B(H) defined by w, i.e., the subset B(H)we,t,, in H/B(H) (here eBtH) 
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denotes the point in H(B/H) corresponding to the coset B(H)). If 
w E W(G), we denote by C(w, G/B(G)) the Schubert cell in G/B(G) defined 
by w. If w E W(G), then C(w, H/B(H)) is stable under (r and we have 
C(w, G/B(G)) = (C(w WWff)))“. 
(VIII) For 1 < d< n, let Pd be the maximal parabolic subgroup of G 
obtained by “omitting the simple root 01:’ (note that 
{ 
&d-&d+19 lQd<n-1 
ad= 2E,, d=n. 
Then it can be seen easily that ( W(G))‘d, the set of minimal representatives 
of W(G)/ W(P,) can be identified with 
I i 
(1) 1 <al <a*< “’ <ad<h 
(al “-ad) (2) For 16 id2n, if iE {ai ,..., ad} . 
then 2n + 1 - i$ {a,,..., ad} i 
(IX) For w~=(u,*~~u,,), w2=(b1...b2,), w,, W*E W(G), we have 
w2 > w I o the d-tuple {b I,..., b, arranged in ascending order} 2 the d-tuple 
{a I vs.., ad arranged in ascending order} 1 < d d n (for a proof of this, one 
may refer to [15, Corollaries 5(Ab(D)). 
Note that in view of (IX), we obtain that for wl, w2 E W(G), 
w$d) > W\d), 1 <d<n 
o for every i, 1~ i < 2n - 1, the i-tuple {b, ,..., bi arranged in ascending 
order} 2 the i-tuple {a, ,..., ai arranged in ascending order > (here for 
w E W(G), wed) denotes the projection of w under W(G) + W(G)/W(P,)). 
But now, the latter condition is equivalent to w2 2 w, in W(H). Thus we 
obtain that the partial order on W(G) is induced by the partial order on 
W(H). In particular, for wl=(a,...ad), w,=(b,...b,), w,, w2c W(G)‘4 
we have w2~w10(bl...bd)~(u,...a,). 
Now the involution CT: SL(2n) + SL(2n), A H E(‘A)-‘E-l, induces an 
involution 
0: s1(2n) + s1(2n), 
AH-E’AE-’ ( = E ‘A E, since E- ’ = -E). 
In particular, we have, for 1 < i, j Q 2n 
a( E,) = 
- Ejsi. if i, j are both <n or both > n 
Ejpi. if one of {i, j} is <n and the other > n, 
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where E, is the elementary matrix with 1 at (i, ,j)th place and 0 elsewhere; 
andi’=2n+l-i,j’=2n+l-j.Further 
LieG={AEsf(2n)/E’AE=A}. 
Now the positive roots of G are given by 
Ei - Eiy Ei + El, 1 <i<j<n, and 2~,, 1 didn 
and the simple roots are given by 
Ei-Ei+l, lQi<n-1, and 2s,. 
From this, it can be easily seen that the Chevalley basis {H,, ~1 simple, 
X,,, j?, a positive root} for Lie G may be given as follows: 
He,-,+, =Eii-Ei+,,r+,+E(i+~,,,c;+~,,-E~~, 
Hzcn = Em - hi, 
X, - e, = E, - Efi, 9 
X c,+E,=Ev +Eji., 
X,eI = E;is > 
(here, for any l, l<I<2n, 1’=2n+l-1). 
4. COMPUTATION OF XP,Q(qz) 
With notations as in Section 2, let P be a maximal parabolic subgroup in 
G, with associated fundamental weight w. Let V, be the irreducible G- 
module (over Q) with highest weight w. Let us fix a highest weight vector e 
in V,. Let U denote the universal enveloping algebra of Lie G and Uz the 
canonical Z-form in U, i.e., the Z subalgebra of U spanned by X’Jn!, c( 
being a root of G. Let U,+ (resp. U,-) be the subalgebra of Uz spanned by 
Xyn! (resp. X:Jn!), n EN, a, a positive root. Let 
Vz= UZe. 
Given t E W, 7 can be represented by a Z-valued point of N( T,) and we 
denote this by the same 7. We set e, = 7 * e E V,. (Note that e, is well deter- 
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mined up to a unit in Z, i.e., up to f 1). We call {e,} the extremal weight 
vectors in V,. Set 
Vz(z) = U,+ e, and VT) = VATI Oz Q. 
Then we have (cf. [9], [12]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let z E WI W,, P being a maximal parabolic subgroup of 
classical type. Then there exists a basis { Q(A, u)) of the Z-module V,(r) 
indexed by admissible pairs (A, ,u) on X(t) having the following properties: 
(1) Q (A, u) is a weight ector (for the T action) of weight 
t@(w) + P(~)h 
(2) rf W(0) denotes the submodule of V,(t) spanned by all {Q(,I, u)} 
such that z > 8 > R, then W(0) = Vz(0) 
(ifA = p, we denote Q(p, p) by just Q(p)). 
Remark 4.2 (cf. [ 12, Remark 3.81). Once a choice of the extremal 
weight vectors Q(p)‘s has been made, the construction of Q(A, p) is 
canonical; to be very precise, Q(A, p) is uniquely determined by the 
admissible pair (A, p) and is given by 
(*) Q(k PL)=L, *..~--,,Q(P,, 
where R=&>A,> ... >;1,=~, X(A,+l) is a divisor in X(2,), 
4=sa,+,4+,9 O<i<r-1, A=I,>I,> ... >A.,=p being any double 
chain from 1 to p (cf. Remark 2.6). Let { P(A, p)} be the basis in VL dual to 
{Q(A, p)} (note that Vg= p(Gz/Bz, L,), Lz being the ample generator 
of Pic(G,/P,)). Then we recall the following theorem (cf. [9, 121). 
THEOREM 4.3 (First basis theorem). The set { P(A, ,u)} is a basis of 
p(Gz/Pz, L,) having the following properties: 
(1) P(A, p) is a weight vector (for the T,-action) and is of weight 
-%4o) + P(W))* 
(2) Let k be any field. Set p(A, p) = P(A, p)@ 1, p(A, u) being the 
canonical image in #(Gz @ k/P, &I k, Lz @I k) of P(/z, p). Then the restric- 
tion of p(l, p) to X,(z) @ k (z E W/W,) is not identically zero if and only tf 
T 3 1. 
Remark 4.4. Now using the results of [9, 121 we also have that for 
TE WWP, (P(~~i+~~~ is a basis for @(X(r), L). Now the bases 
{ P(A, p)} and { Q(A, p)} being dual to each other, each one is determined 
by the other. 
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In this section, we compute X m8Q(r) is an explicit manner for the sym- 
plectic group and use these computations to determine singular loci of 
Schubert varieties (cf. Sect. 5). With notations as in Section 3, denoting wd 
by w, we have (letting V=k2”) 
V,” = 
i 
;k 
if d=l 
rimitive vectors in AdV) if d>l 
(where (recall) a primitive vector in AdV is a vector VEA~V such that 
v A\fnt--d 0, f being the 2-form e,~e,,+e,~e,,_,+..‘+e,~ 
e,, ,). The extremal weight vector Q(p), corresponding to p = (a, ,..., ad) is 
just the vector e,, A . . . A eUd (up to 5 1). We now recall the following two 
results (cf. [ 13, Propositions 4.C.3 and 6.C.11). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let 4 = (a, . . . a,), z = (h, . ’ . bd) be a pair of elements 
in Wp such that z 3 4. Then (z, 4) is an admissible pair tf and only tf the 
following hold 
There exist x, ,..., xk, y, ,..., yk such that 
(1) x, <x2< .‘. <x,, 
(2) XI ,..., .'ck, y; ,*.., Y; E {a, ,..., ad), 
(3) y,=least integer in {yl,...,yr}>x,, l<r<k, 
(4) forevery t,x,<t<y,,l<r<k,either tor t’~(a ,,..., a,}, 
(5) the d-tuple representing T is obtainedfrom (a, ,..., ad} by replacing 
x,by y,andy:byx:, l<r<k 
(recall that for 1 < i < 2n, i’ denotes the integer 2n + 1 - i). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let (7, 4) be an admissible pair in Wp; let 4 = 
(4 . . . a,), T = (b, . . . bd). Let x, ,..., xk, y, ,..., yk be as in Proposition 4.C.3. 
Then the vector Q(t, 4) is given by 
Q(T, d=C&, 
where each 6, is obtainedfrom e,, A . . . A eOd by either replacing x, by y, or 
y: by (- 1).“-“axe, 1 <r < k (in any Wedge product we have the convention 
of the suffixes of the vectors being in the ascending order). 
Computation of X-,Q(r) (where fi E ?(A + )). Let t as an element of S,, 
be given by 
5=(a,u2...a,a:,...a;a;). 
Let B=r(cr) where GCE~+. We now distinguish the following three cases. 
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Casel. a=~~--&~, l<j<k<n. 
We have 
jth 
~~,Q(T)=TX_.T-‘rQ(Zd)=z(e, A ... A ek A ... A ed) 
(where, we take j < d < k, since X,Q(Zd) = 0 if either j> d or k < d). 
Hence 
jth 
xmmpQ(r)=el, A ... A e,, A ... A cad= +Q(O), where 8 E Wp 
is given by the d-tuple {al ,..., iij ,..., ad, ak}. 
Case2. c(=E~+E~, l<j<k<n. 
We have (obviously) XPB Q( r ) = 0 if j > d. Hence let us assume j < d. We 
now divide this case into the following two subcases: 
Case2(a). j<d<k. 
We have 
jth 
Xp,Q(z)=tX-,Q(Zd)=~(e, A ... A ekr A .*. A ed) 
jth 
=el,, A ... A e,; A ... A cad= &Q(O), 
where 8 E Wp is given by the d-tuple {al ,..., ri,,..., ad, a;} (note that 
XpBQ(z)=O, if j>d). 
Case2(b). j<k<d. 
We have b = r( sj + &k) = saj + sak. 
Let r=max(lajl, lakl} and 3=min{lajl, l&l}, where (recall) for any i, 
1 Gi<2n, 
Let 
l= #{t,s<t<r/t9{la,l,..., ladi)). 
We now claim 
(*) X-pQ(~)= f(a, A ..’ A ak A a; A ‘** A adI 
+(-I) r+s+‘U, A “’ A aj A U, A *‘* A ad?(&)) 
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(for simplicity of notations, we denote e,, A ... A eic, by just i, A ... A i, 
and for a d-tuple (i,,..., id) we denote by i, A ... A id7 the Wedge product 
ei, A ... A eid with the sufftxes arranged in ascending order). To prove the 
claim, we first let 
p=#{t,s<t<lyE{u I,..., Q}}, 
q= #{t,s<t<r/t’E {a, ,..., a,}}, 
I= #{t,s<t<r/t~{lalI,..., ladI}}, 
m= #{t,r<tQn/tE{lu,l,..., lad/}}. 
(We have p+q+l=r--s- 1.) Further let 
{b ,,..., bc,j = (a, ,..., ud arranged in ascending order >. 
We now distinguish the following cases 
CaseA. aj<ak; let b,=u, and b,=uk, so that u<v<d, 
Under this case, we have the following subcases. 
Subcuse 1. uj < uk < n. 
We have, s = ui, r = uk. Now 
X-,=X - (E”, + hk ) = Eu;, + Eup, 
(cf. Sect. 3). Hence 
uth 
= +(b, A ... A a; A *** A bd(hj) 
0th 
+ b, A . . A a, A ... A bd(&)) 
= *(t-l) p+m+‘b, A ... A a; A ... A bdt(fij) 
+(-I) “+qb, A ... A a; A ... A bdf(Lik)) 
= k((--1) J’+Y+‘b, A ‘.. A a; A ... A bdt 
+b, A ... AU; A ... A bdf) 
= f(U, A *.* A&A&A “’ AU,t(bj) 
+ (-l)r+s+'U, A ... A Uj A U; A ‘-’ A Qt(Li,)) 
(note that p+q+l=r-s- 1). 
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Subcase 2. ai -C ai < n. 
We have, s = aj, r = a;. Now 
(cf. Sect. 3). Hence 
x-,Q(z)= +(&,;a,-Eu;,,W * ... * bc,) 
uth 
= k(b, A ... A a; A ... A b&J 
uth 
-b, A ... * a; A ... A b,&)) 
= +((-l)Pb, A ..* A a; A **. A bdt 
+(-1) q+‘b, A ... ~\a; A .-. A bdf) 
= +(a, A ... Aakha;A ... Aa,t(ij) 
+ (-,)‘+‘+‘a, A ... A uj A uj h ..* A adI (&)). 
Subcase 3. ai -C aj < n. 
We have s = a;, r = aj. Now 
x-, = x- (ES +EOk) = x-(E”, - E.i) - X(Eo~ - Eo,) = &I;“, - -4I;w 
(cf. Sect. 3). Hence 
X-,yQW= +b%;c,,-E,;,)(b, * ... * bd) 
uth 
= +(b, A -** A a; A *-. A b&J 
uth 
-b, A .-. A a; A ... A bd(hv)) 
= -t((-l)Pb, A -.. A a; A *.* A bdt 
+(--I) Y+lb, A . . . A fz; A ‘.. A bdf) 
= )(a, A .-. A ak A U; A *.* A Udt(ij) 
+ (- l)‘+S+‘a, A ... A aj A aj h ... A ad7 (&)) 
Subcase 4. n < aj < ak. 
We have ~=a;, r =a;. Now 
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(cf. Sect. 3). Hence 
uth 
= k(b, A ... A a; A ..’ A hd(6J 
uth 
+ b, A ‘.. A a; A ‘.. A bd(&)) 
= +_((-l)“+Pbl A “’ AU; A “‘b,? 
+(-1)“+Y+‘61 A ... ~a;/\ ... abut) 
= &(a, A ‘.. A Uk A U; A .” A U,t(&) 
+(-l)‘+“+‘U, A ... AU,A U;A ‘.. A &,f(Lik)). 
Case B. aj > a,; let b, = a,+ and b, = ai, so that u < v ,<d. Under this 
case, we have the following subcases. 
Subcase 1. ak < CZj < n. 
We have, s = ak, r = aj. Now 
X-6 =X- (&“,+&Ukl = -%;a, + -h;u, 
(cf. Sect. 3). Hence 
X+jQW= f(E,;,,+E,;,,)(b, A --- A bc,) 
uth 
= k(b, A *.* A Uj A ... A bd(&,) 
+b, A “. A U; A “’ A b&) 
= -+_((-1) P+m+lb, /, . . . AU;/\ ... Ab,? 
+(-l)“‘+*bl A ... A a; A ... A bdf ) 
Subcase 2. ak < a; < n. 
We have, s=ak, r=aJ. Now 
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(cf. Sect. 3). Hence 
XbQ(d = +(E,;,, - &;a,)(h * * *. * bd) 
uth vth 
= f(b, A ... A a; A ... A b,-b, A ... A a; A 
= +((-l)J’b, A ..a A a; A .*- A bdf 
+(-I) q+‘b, A ..a A a; A *.. A bdf) 
=&(a,r\ ... A$Au;A .*- AC&A ... AUJ 
+(-I) 
r+s+& * . . . * dj/\ ..* A Uk A a; A . 
Subcuse 3. ai c uk < n. 
We have s=uj, r=ak. Now 
(cf. Sect. 3). Hence 
X-,yQ(z)= W,;,,-&;a,)(b, * ..* * bcA 
uth 
= +(bl A ... A a, A ... A bd(hu) 
vth 
-b, A ... A a; A ..* A bd(hu)) 
= +((-I)%, A ... A a, A .+. A bdf 
+(-I) q+‘b, A a.* A ai A .*. A bdf) 
= +(a, A ... AajAaiA ‘.. Aci,A ... Aadt 
. . * bc,) 
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* &ft ). 
+(-I) ‘+s+‘a, A *.. A bj A .** A ak A ai A **. A Udt ). 
Subcase 4. n < ak < aj. 
We have s=aj, r=a;. Now 
X- ,v = X- (ES + Eat) = Xe,+ zoi = ~%;a, +&,a, 
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(cf. Sect. 3). Hence 
q?QW = +(&,, + K+J,)(h * . . A h,l) 
uth 
= &(h, A ... A a; A ... A hcl(&) 
uth 
+b, A ... A a;, A . . A hd(S”)) 
= &((- l)P+mb, A “’ A U; A “’ A hdf 
+(-I) m+y+‘bl A “. A a; A “’ A b/,T) 
= &(a, A ... AajAU;A “’ A&A “’ AU,? 
+(-I) r+s+‘U1 A “’ A Lij A “’ A Uk A a; A “. A a,1 ). 
This completes the proof of claim (*), Using (*), we shall now show that 
X-pQ(z) = i ciQ(L PA c,= +I, 
i=o 
where Lj, pi, 0 <i 6 I are defined as follows. Let us denote s = to, r = t,, , 
and further, let t ,,..., tl be such that 
I,<?, < ... < t,< t,, , 
with the property that neither ti nor t,! E {ur ,..., ad}, 1 < id I (recall our 
notation of the integer I= # (t, s < t < r/t +! {la, I,..., &I}) 
pi = (al T..*? ;j, Lik, ti> ri+ 1 >...Y ‘d} (arranged in ascending order ), 
li= (a, )..., (j,., cik, tj, 1, t; )..., ad} (arranged in ascending order). 
We have (in view of Propositions 4.4 and 4.5), (&, pi) is an admissible pair, 
O<i<l and 
Q(tli,pi)=~I A “’ A li+l A ti+l A “’ A U,t(bjvG,) 
+(-I) 
r,+l+hal A ... A ti A t; A ... A a,? (bj, cik). 
From this we obtain 
=(-I) rl+raUl A ‘.. A S A S’ A “’ A tZ,t(ci,, cik) 
+(-I) 
u+l+tl+~ ~2, A “. A r A r’ A ... A U,t(Cij, ii,& 
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i.e., 
Now (up to + l), the r.h.s. of the above equation is precisely the r.h.s. of 
the relation given by claim (*) above (note that t,, I = r, t,, = s and that 
1.h.s. of (*) is X-,Q(r)). Hence we obtain (up to +l) 
xp,Q(7)= i ciC?tni, PAL c;= +1. 
i+o 
This completes the computation of X-&(7) in Case 2(b) (the case 
j< k < d; note that the above discussion includes the case 1= 0 also). 
Case3. a=2Ej, 1 <j<n. 
We have 
X-,= E,, 
and hence 
X-&(7) = 7X-eQW = o+Qts) 
if j>d 
- if jbd, 
where 8 is the element in Wp given by the d-tuple {al ,..., hj ,..., a,, u:}. This 
completes the computation of CpQ(7). 
5. MAIN RESULTS-SINGULAR Locus AND CONSEQUENCES 
Let G be of classical type and let n = rank(G). For w E W, let X(w”‘) 
denote the projection of X(w) under G/B --, G/Pi, 1 <j< n (here P,, 
denotes the maximal parabolic subgroup associated to the simple root aj, 
1 ,<j<-cn). Then recall (cf. 112, Theorem 10.31) that the ideal sheaf of X(w) 
in G/B is generated by 
(1) (A, p) is an admissible pair in W/W,, 1 <j<n 
( p(R, p) being as in Theorem 4.3). Also, recall (cf. [ 141) the following: 
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Let z E W besuch that MI 3 r so that the point f, (in G/B) E X(w). 
Denoting by U the opposite big cell in G/B, (zU -TC')T (= UT-r) gives an 
afline neighbourhood off,. Let J,.,, be the Jacobian matrix 
(here A+ denotes the set of all positive roots) 
We have (cf. [ 14]), 
where 
rank of J&f,)= #NW, z), 
R(w,r)=iBEr(di) there exists a ~(1, p) E I(w) such that 
X-,pV, p) = CP(T), c E k* 
Now, it is easily seen that X,p(& p) = q(r), c E k* if and only if X-,Q(r) 
when written as a Z-linear combination of the vectors Q(f?, 6) involves 
Q(A, p) with a coefficient hat is nonzero in k. 
As in Section 3, let 0: SL(2n) -+ SL(2n) be the involution defined by 
o(A) = ,?(‘A)-‘E-l, where 
Let B be the Bore1 subgroup of SL(2n) consisting of upper triangular 
matrices. 
Let w, TV W be such that w 2 r. Let N(w, r) be the set of all BE r(A+) 
with the property that for all (A, p) such that Q(& p) occurs with nonzero 
coefficient in the Z-linear combination for X-, Q(r) (in terms of Q(f?, S)‘s), 
Pbl PL)I Y(w,) f 0. (X(w) (resp. Y(w)) is the Schubert variety in SL(2n)/B 
(resp. Sp(2n)/B“) associated to w). Let e, (resp. f,) be the point of 
SL(2n)/B (resp. Sp(2n)/B”) associated to t. Let T(w, T) (resp. S(w, z)) be 
the Zariski tangent space of X(w) (resp. Y(w)) at e, (resp. fr). Then we 
have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (i) T(w, z) is spanned by 
{&,, 1 <j<k<2n/wB (aj, ak)T}. 
In particular, X(w) is smooth at e, o # { tzj - Ed, 1 <j < k 6 2n/w 3 
(aj, a,)~} = I(w, SL(2n)), the length of w as an element in W(SL(n). 
(ii) S(w, z) is spanned by 
(X-,,pEz(d+MBEN(W,T)}. 
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In particular, Y(w) is smooth at f, o #N(w, z) = f(w, Sp(2n)), length of w 
as an element in W(Sp(2n)). (here E,, 1 < i, j< 2n denotes the elementary 
matrix with 1 at the (i, j)th place and 0 elsewhere and X-, denotes the 
element of the Chevalley basis of Lie G(G= Sp(2n)) corresponding to -/?; 
(a,, ak) denotes the transposition of aj and ak in S,,). 
Prooj: Now (i) is immediate from the results of [14], especially 
Proposition 3 and Theorem 1 of [14]. 
(ii) Again, in view of Proposition 3 of [ 141, we have S(w, T) is spanned 
by {X..,, /?~r(d+)/for all (n,~) such that X-,p(A,p)=cp(z), c~k*, 
P(5 p)I X(w) & O}. Now, it is easy to see that X-,p(il, p)=cp(z), CE k* if 
and only if Q(& p) occurs in XpBQ(r) with a coefficient hat is nonzero in 
k. Further from our computations of XmBQ(r), we have, any Q(1, p) which 
appears in the Z-linear combination X-,Q(?), in fact, appears with coef- 
ficient :k 1. The result now is immediate. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. With notations as above, let /? = ~(a). Then we have the 
following: 
(1) Let a=ej-Ek, 1 <j<k<n or 2~~, 1 <j<n. Then 
PEN(W, r)ow&qjt 
(2) Let a=Ej+Ek, 1 <j-C k <n; let s (resp. r) be the minimum (resp. 
maximum) Of { Iail, lakl }. Then 
(here, for d, 1~ d d n, w (d) denotes the projection of w under W+ W/WrJ. 
Proof (1) Let a=cj-EEk, 1 <j<k<n or 2sj, 1 <j<n. Then for any d, 
1 <d<n, we have 
x-BQ(z)= {:Q(s& 
ifeitherj>dork<d 
otherwise. 
From this (1) follows immediately. 
(2) Let a=Ej+Ek, 1 <j<k<n. As before, for any d, 1 <d<n, we have 
X-, Q( r) = 0 if j > d. Let then j d d. Then from our computations above of 
XwpQ(~), we have (up to + 1) 
I 
Q&r) if j<d<k 
XBQW= I 
,To + Q(ni, Pi) otherwise, 
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where (recall) 1 and (A,, p,) are given as follows: 
(1) t lies between Ia,1 and lakl 
(2) neither t nor t’ E {a, ,..., ad} 
and 
t, ,..., t/ aretheintegerss=t,<t,< ... <t,<t,+,=r 
such that neither t, nor t,! E {a, ,..., a,}, 1 d i G 1. 
p;= {a,,..., ad, ti, t:+ l}(dj, ;k), 
lj= {“I,..., ud, ti+ I, t,}(cj,, bk), O<i<l. 
Now it is easily seen that w b A;, 0 d i < 1, if and only if wtd) 2 the d-tuple 
ia 1 ,..., , t,, 1, tb}(dj, a,), where wCd) 
w-, qwp. 
is the projection of w under 
Hence we obtain 
(note that t,,, = r and t,, = s). This completes the proof of Proposition 5.2. 
PROFQSITION 5.3. Notations being us in Proposition 5.1, let w > t and let 
/I = 5(a), where a = Ej + &k. Then /?EN(w, z) if and only if, in Szn, 
w 2 (aj, ab)z (and hence also (uk, ajl)z) where for 1 < 1, m 6 2% (1, m) denotes 
the transposition of 1 and m in SZn (note that since w, z E W(Sp(2n), we have, 
for 1 < 1, m < 2n, w > (1, m)t 0 w k (rl, m’)z (in S,,)). 
Proof We divide the proof into the following cases: 
(A) aj<ak. 
Under this we have the following subcases: 
case 1. uj<uk<n. 
We have r=ak; s=aj. Hence, 
w(j)2 {al ,..., a,-,, r’}(bj) and wck)> {al )..., ak- I, r, s’}(dj, cik) 
jth kth jth 
wiseithera {al... r’ ... s’ . ..a.} or {al... s’ . ..a....a,) 
(note that, we have denoted an element of W considered as an element in 
S,, by just the first n entries (cf. Sect. 3)). On the other hand, we have, 
jth kth k’th 
(aj,a;)z=(a,...r’... r .‘.a;.. s . ..a.,) 
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and 
Hence the minimal elements in W(Sp(2n)) which are BZ and (uj, a;) t (in 
S,,) are given by either 
(u,. . . r’. . . S’. . . u,) (=sp7) 
or 
(u, ...s’... r...u”) ( = syz, where y = r(aJj)). 
The result is now immediate (in view of Proposition 5.2 (2)). 
Case 2(a). uj < ai <n. 
We have s = uj, r = a;. Hence 
w(j) 2 (a,,..., ujp 1, r} and dk)> {a I,..., uk- ,, r, s’}(dj, bk) 
0 
jth kth 
w2 (al ,..., uj_,, r ... S’ . ..a.}. 
On the other hand, we have, 
jth kth k’th 
(uj, a;) 7 = (aI ,..., r ... r’ ... a,... s . ..uzn) 
and 
jth kth /‘th 
(u,,u;)r=(u ,,..., s ... 3’ . ..a... r’ ...uzn). 
Hence the unique minimal element in W(Sp(2n)) which is br and (uj, a;) 7 
(in S,,) is given by 
/th kth 
(a I ,..., aj_ , r . . . s’ . . a,) (‘Sp7) 
The result now is immediate from this (in view of Proposition 5.2, (2)). 
Case 2(b). a; < uj < n. 
We have a6 = s; uj = r. Since w 3 7, we have 
w(j)> { a ,,..., a,_ ,, r} (=7(j)) and dk) >/ {a 1 ,..., uk ~ , , 3’). 
Hence 
w(j) > {a, )...) Ujp,) a;} 
automatically. 
and wck)a {ul ,..., uk- ,, r, s’}(cij, cik) 
481/108/2-IO 
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On the other hand, we have, 
/th k lh k’th 
(u,,u;)t=(u,.” s ‘.’ s’ “‘a,;” r . ..q.,) 
and 
/th kth /‘th 
(a,, al) 5= (a ,,..., r ... r’ . ..a.;.. s’ ...uzn). 
Hence the unique minimal element in W(Sp(2n)) which is >t and (aj, ah) r 
(in S,,) is given by 
/th kth 
(a, .‘.uj~ , r ... s’ . ..a.) (=T). 
Now the result is immediate (inview of Proposition 5.2(2)). 
Cuse 3. n < uj < uk. 
We have s=u;, r = a,! Since w > z, we have, 
w(j)> {u ,,..., ai+,, r’} (=r(j)) and wCk)a {a ,,..., akp ,, s’} ( =T(~)). 
Hence 
w(j)> {a, “.Ujp,, s> and wck)> {a] ,...) ukel, r, s’}(ij, &k) 
automatically. On the other hand 
jth kth k’th 
(uj, a;)z= (a, ... s ... s’ . ..a.;.. r’ ...uZ,!) 
and 
jth kth j’th 
(a,, al) z= (al ..’ r’ ... r . ..a... s’ . ..az.,). 
Hence the unique minimal element in W(Sp(2n)) which is 3 T and (aj, a;) z 
(in S,,) is given by 
(u, . . . r’. ..s’. . . a,,) (=z). 
The result is now immediate from this (in view of Proposition 5.2(2)). 
(B) ak < uj. 
Under this we have the following subcases. 
Case 1. uk<aj<nn. 
We have s = uk, r = aj. Hence 
w> {a,,..., aj-, 7 .f> and { ul ,..., ak ~ , , r, s’ } 
0 
jth kth 
w> (a ,,..., ajp, s’ ... r . ..a.). 
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On the other hand 
jth kth k’th 
(ai,a;)t=(a ,,..., ... s’ ... s ..*a;*. r -..a,,) 
and 
Hence the unique minimal element in W(Sp(2n)) which is >r and (uj, a;) T 
(in S,,,) is given by 
.ith kth 
(a , ,...? 
3’ . . . r . ..a.). 
The result is now immediate (in view of Proposition 5.2(2)). 
cuse2(a). uk<uj<n. 
We have s=uk, r=uj. Hence 
w(j) 2 {u, ,...) uj- I ) s’} and WCk) > {a 1 ,..., Uk - I, r, ~‘1 
Jth kth 
~>(a~,..., s’ ... r . ..a.) (=sg). 
On the other hand, we have 
ith kth k’th 
(u,,u;)t=(u,,..., s’... s . ..a... r’ . ..a>.) 
and 
jth kth j’th 
(uk,uJ)z=(u,... r’... r . ..a... s ...uzn). 
Hence the unique minimal element in W(Sp(2n)) which is 32 and (uj, a;) z 
(in S,,) is given by 
jth kth 
(u, . . . s’ . . . r ...u”) 
(=sgT) 
The result now is immediate (in view of Propositon 5.2(2)). 
Case 2(b). a; <u,<n. 
we have S=U,, r=Uk. Now 
W>T=aW”)~{U, )...) u,_,,s’) (=dj)) 
and 
Wtk) 2 {a, )...) ukel, r} (=Tck’). 
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Hence 
and 
w(‘)> {a I,..., a,- ,, a;} 
wtk) > {a, ,...) Uk , , r, s’}(Lij, ria) automatically. 
On the other had we have 
/[h kth k’th 
(~~,a;)r=(a,...r’... r . ..a.;.. s’ . ..u2.,) 
and 
jth kth j’th 
(ak,a~)7=(a,~~~s’~~~ s . ..a.;.. r . ..a.,). 
Hence the unique minimal element in W(Sp(2n)) which is 2~ and (ai, a;) z 
(in S,,) is given by 
(a ,“. s’...r...a,) 
(=7) 
The result is now immediate (in view of Proposition 5.2(2)). 
Case 3. n<a,<u,. 
We have s=aj, r=ab. Since war, we have 
wCi)>7(‘)= {a,-uj~,,s’}~ (a, ...a r’\ J-1, j 
and 
wck)>tck’= {a, .‘.u~.~,, r’) 2 {a, ... rij..‘rik, ak- I> r, s’}. 
On the other hand we have 
jth kth k’lh 
(uj,aj.)7=(al... r ... r’ . ..a... s’ . ..a.,) 
and 
jth kth j’th 
(a,, uj) 7= (a,.*. s’ *.. s . ..a... r’ . ..azn). 
Hence the unique minimal element in W(Sp(2n)) which is 27 and (a,, ai) 7 
(in S,,) is given by 
(u ,... s’..*r’..*a,) (=7). 
The result is now immediate (in view of Proposition 5.2(2)). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.3. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let WE W (= W(Sp(2n)). Let X(w) (resp. Y(w)) be the 
Schubert variety in SL(2n)/B (resp. Sp(2n)/B”) (a as in Sect. 3) associated 
to w. Then we have 
Y(w) = (3w)Y (scheme-theoretically). 
Proof: Recall (Sect. 3) that 0 induces an involution on the set 
{E~--E~, 1 <j<k<2n} f o positive roots of SL(2n) (with respect to B, the 
group of upper triangular matrices), given by 
U(Ej - E/J = Ek’ - Fi’, 
where j’ = 2n + 1 -j, k’ = 2n + 1 - k. Further, for any r E Szn, u induces an 
involution on T,, the tangent space of SL(2n)/B at e,; to make it very 
explicit, let r = (a, ... a,,); then T, is spanned by {E,,,,, 1 Q j< k < 2n). 
Now 
~(Equj) = 
i 
- &;a, if ai, ak are both < n or both > n 
E 
+k ifoneof{a,,a,}is dnandtheother >n 
(note that for any A E sl(2n), a(A)= -E ‘A E-’ (=E ‘A E, since 
E-l= -E) (recall, E=(!,i), .I=(?: ’ A))). Now if further z E W(Sp(Zn)), 
then the tangent space of Sp(2n)/B” arf, is given by T; (heref, denotes the 
point of Sp(Zn)/B” corresponding to z) and a basis for T; is given by 
E,,,, + h%,,), 1 dj<k<n, 
E,;,, + 4&J, 1 dj<kdn, (+I 
Es 9Ui’ 1 Bj<n. 
Now (up to + 1) the basis given by (t) is nothing but the basis 
{XB,P-(~+)) h w ere for any root y (of G = Sp(2n)) A’, denotes the 
element of the Chevalley basis of Lie G corresponding to y (cf. Sect. 3). 
Now let w, z E W(Sp(2n)) be such that w b 5. Let T(w, 5) (resp. S(w, r)) 
denote the tangent space of X(w) (resp. Y(w)) at e, (resp. f,). Then by 
Proposition 5.1(i), we have T(w, z) is spanned by { Ellku,, 1 <j < k < 2n/ 
w 2 (uj, ak) r} (here, (a,, ak) denotes the transposition of aj and ak in S,,). 
We have T(w, r) is stable under d (note that since w and t E W(Sp(2n)), we 
have, w 2 (aj, ak) r o w >, (a;, a;) z (in SZn), 1 <j < k < 2n) and it is easily 
seen that (T(w, .r))” is spanned by 
Euku, + 4 &,a, 17 1 <j<k<n, W 3 (Uj, ak) T in S2,, 
E,;, + 4 &;a, 1, 1 <j<k<n, W 2 (Uj, a;) T in SZn, 
Er 39 1 djbn, W 2 (aj, ail) in S,,. 
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On the other hand, since w E W(Sp(2n)), we have, for 1 <.<j -C k d n, 
(1) ~‘>(a,,a,)r in SZ,,~~‘>.~,(~ in W(Sp(2n)), sII being the reflec- 
tion in W(Sp(2n)) with respect o the root G,,-Ez~,~ 
(2) W> (ai, a;) z (and hence also (ak, a,‘) z) in Sz,,o 
“‘“3(a,-‘u,.,,a;}, 
w’k)> a I , ,..., ak - , , r, s’}@,, dk) 
(cf. Propositions 5.2 and 5.3; recall that y = max{ [a,[, lakl } and 
s=min{bilT bkl}). 
(3) w 3 (a,, LZ;) z in SzIl o w B sgz in W(Sp(2n)), where sg denotes the 
reflection in W(Sp(2n)) with respect o the root 2sUj (note that sp is in fact 
equal to the transposition (aj, u,!)). Hence we obtain 
(1’) EOkrKo, (and hence E,;,;)E T(u: r)ow>:s,,t in W(Sp(2n)) (where 
sB denotes the reflection in W(Sp(2n)) with respect o the root E,, - eUk) 
(2’) E,;, (and hence E+,) E T(w, t) o 
w(‘)3 {u I,..., Uj_,,L&> and wtk)2 { a ,,..., ukp,, r, s’}(cij, dk) 
(3’) E+,E T(w, r)ow>s/,r (in W(Sp(2n)) 
(where sp denotes the reflection in W(Sp(2n)) with respect o the root 2~,,). 
Hence we obtain that (T(w, z))” is spanned by 
E,,,, + WLw,)~ W>s/jT (in WSpPz)), B=Eu,-EuI, 
Eui,, + h%& w(‘)> {a I,..., a ,-,, a;) and 
dk)> {a, ,..., a& , , r, d}(ci,, ik), 
Es UP/ ’ w >s,~T (in (Sp(2n)), fi = 2E,,. 
Now in view of Proposition 5.2, we therefore obtain that (T(w, T))~ is span- 
ned by {A’..,, PEN(w, T)). But the span of (X ,{, ~EN(w, T)) is precisely 
S(w, T) (cf. Proposition 5.1). Hence we obtain 
s(W, T) = (T(W, T)l” 
for every r< w (in W(Sp(2n)). Now the result is immediate from this. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.4. 
Recall (cf. Sect. 3) that o induces an involution on X(T,,,) = 
Hom(T,,,, G,), T,, being the maximal torus of diagonal matrices in 
GL( 2n), namely, 
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{Q, 1 6 i < 2n) being the canonical basis in X( T,,); identifying R(H), the 
set of roots of H= SL(2n) with {q- sj, 1 < i, j< 2n, i #j> we have (cf. 
Sect. 3) CJ leaves R(H) stable and R(G), the set of roots of G = Sp(2n) can 
be identified with the orbit space R(H) modulo the action of (r. 
Now, let W, r E W(Sp(2n)) with w 2 z and let 
ww, 7) = I&,,- EOk, 1 d j< k < 2n/w > (a,, ak) z in S,,}. 
Then we have 
PROI'OSITION 5.5. Notations being as above, M(w, T) is stalble under (T 
and N(w, z) can be identified with the orbit space M(w, T) module the action 
ofo. 
Proof. Now, since w, z E W(Sp(2n)), we have, for 1 <j < k < 2n, 
w > (aj, ak) T 0 w > (a;, a;) T (in & 1 
(note that for 1 < 1< m < 2n, w > (1, m) z + w 2 (I’, m’) T (in SZn), since 
w, r E W(Sp(2n)). Hence we obtain for 1 <j < k < 2n, 
E,, - E,, E M( w, 5) - E”i - E”; E M( w, T). 
From this, it follows that M(w, r) is stable under 0. Now, we have (in view 
of Propositions 5.2 and 5.3) 
(1) w>,sg2 (in W(Sp(2n)) ifcc is 
eithersj-sEk, 1 <j<k<n 
or2Ei, l<j<n, . 
(2) w > (a,, a;) 7 (in S,,) if 
Q=E,+Ek, l<j<k<n 
Hence for 1 <j < k < n, we obtain 
(1) 8, -8, E N(w, T) e w > (a,, ak) T (in S,,) 
*El+- ~~~ and q,i, -&a; E ww, 71, 
(2) ~,,+~,,~N(w,z)ow~(a~,a;)z(inS,,) 
* Ea, - Q and E,, -&a; E Mw, 7), 
(3) 2s,, E N(w, T) o w 3 (a,, a;) 7 (in S,,) 
OE ,-E,;-w% t). 
The result now follows from this. 
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PROPOSITION 5.6. For a root ME R(H) (H = SL(2n)), let r, denote the 
rejlection in Sz,, with respect to a. Then we have, dim S(w, 5) is equal to the 
cardinality of 
(1) ~~r,~r(inS,,,)~~z=E,--~, l<,j<kdn 
(and hence p = E,,, - E,~ )
(2) w 2 r,t (in Sz,I) ifs = si + sk < 1 <j < k <n 
(where y = E,, - E,,L) 
(3) w>r,t (inS,,,)iJ’a=2aj, 1 <j<n 
(where y = E,, - E,;) 
(where (recaN) S(w, t) denotes the Zariski tangent space of Y(w) (in 
SPWYB”) at f,). 
Proof: In view of Proposition 5.1, we have, 
dim S(w, r) = #N(w, t) 
and the result follows from Proposition 5.5. 
In particular, we have, 
PROPOSITION 5.7. The Schubert variety Y(w), w E W(Sp(2n)) is smooth if 
and only if 
(1) w~r,(inS,,)z~a=&,-&Ek, 1 <j<k<n 
(2) wBr,(inS,,)ifcr=Ej+Ek<ldj<kdn 
(wherey=Ej-&E;) 
(3) wLr,(inS,,)ifa=2Ej, l<j<rr 
(wherey=&,-&E/) 
(here l(w) denotes the length of w as an element of W(Sp(2n))). 
Remark 5.8. Note that in view of Propositions 5.6 and 5.7, the com- 
putations of the dim S(w, r) really reduce to the computations of 
dim T(w, T) (here T(w, T) denotes the Zariski tangent space of X(w) (in 
SL(2n)/B) at e,); to make it very explicit, we first observe (in view of 
Proposition 5.1) that dim T(w, z) = #M(w, T) and dim S(w, r) = 
#N( W, z). From this, using Proposition 5.5, it is easily seen that 
dim S(w, t) = $(dim T(w, r) + m(w, T)), 
where m(w, z)= # {j, 1 <j<n/w 2 (aj, al) z (in Szn)}. 
(*I 
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Remark 5.9. The conjecture (cf. [14]), as stated in [ 141, need not be 
true. The correct result is the following. For r E W, fl E z(d + ), let 
(*) x-/3Q(T)=XiciQ(ni~ PiI, ciEz 
Then denoting S(w, t), the tangent space of Y(w) at f,, we have 
dimS(w,r)=#{pEr(d+)/ w Z li for every i such that ci # 0 in k} 
(where 1; is as in (*)), 
Now the conjecture would have been true if X_,Q(t) involves every 
Q(A, p) (with nonzero coefficient) where weight of Q(A, p) = r(w) -/I. (We 
should remark that there is a slight misversion in the notations in the con- 
jecture; the set C(w, t) should have been 
multiplicity of - ~(0~) + a in Vj( w) C(w,i)={aEB(w,r)/. 1s the same as in Vj for every j ’ 
But such a property need not hold. For a counter example, consider 
G = Sp(2n); fix d SO that 2 <d< n - 2. Taking t = Id and c( = Ed+ Ed, 
1 <j<k<d we have, 
X-,Q(U = f Q(k CL), 
where 
p = { l,..., j ,..., k ,..., d, k’} 
and 
Now taking 
A= {l,..., j ,..., k,d,j’}. 
6 = { l,..., j ,..., L ,..., d, (d+ l), (d+ 2)‘) 
and 
O= {l,..., j ,..., R ,..., d, (d+2), (d+ l)‘}. 
We have, (cf. Proposition 4.C.2) (0, 6) is an admissible pair and weight of 
Q(O,d)=e,+ .-. +Cj+ ... +P,+ ... + ed= o - a, but, Q(O,6) does not 
appear in X_, Q(Zd). 
Remark 5.10. In view of Proposition 5.1, we note that Propositions 5.2, 
5.3, and 5.5 are improvements over Proposition 3, [ 141. 
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